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PRESS RELEASE

UPDATED PRIVATE WINGS GEARS UP FOR CHARTER MARKET
Berlin August 5, 2019
Private Wings recently launched a program to refresh its appearance, aircraft and branding to further expand
into the ACMI and charter market. Today the company takes delivery of its first refurbished aircraft, coming out
of the paint shop in Bratislava, enabling customers to enjoy the first Dornier 328TP in a new livery.
„In the past year we have successfully expanded into the charter marked, with a clear focus on group travel for
corporations and sports teams. With the recent project we support our continued growth in that sector.“ says
Peter Gatz, CEO of Private Wings. „Our fleet of modern and fast Dornier 328 Turboprops and Jets, with its roomy
and quiet cabin is exceptionally well suited for this niche. The performance and economy allows us to operate
on routes and to airports which are not possible to reach with other aircraft.” adds Frank Kusserow, COO and
Accountable Manager of the company.
Together with the fresh appearance, charter customers will be able to select from different service concepts and
meal choices, fully tailored to the needs of the traveling groups. A new website with added functionality, such as
instant quotes for trip requests, and an overview of meal and service choices will enhance the customer
experience. The business travel specialist also transports rush- and dangerous goods, and recently started to
offer aircraft management solutions for aircraft of 19 seats or more.
Private Wings Flugcharter GmbH (AOC D-078, Berlin) was founded in 1991 and initially operated in the air
ambulance sector. Today the company operates a fleet of 8 Dornier 328 Turboprops, 2 Dornier 328 Jets and one
Beech 1900D out of its bases in Ingolstadt, Stuttgart and Brunswick. All Dornier Aircraft are similarly well
equipped with 32 passenger Seats, full size galley and lavatory, RVSM for extended range and ADSB-Out to meet
the 2020 EASA mandate.
The company also maintains its own Part-145 Maintenance Facility and CAMO in Ingolstadt-Manching. More
information can be found at the companies’ website www.privatewings.aero or via email to info@pwf.aero.
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